PRODUCT INFO

Easy Seal XS 310 ml White
Art.: 01.1453.0100
310 ml
Easy Seal XS is a unique plasticizer-free joint sealant that retains its elasticity. Therefore, it is very well
suited for bathroom materials, natural stone, etc. The product is low-odour and free of solvents and MEKO
which makes it safe to use even on very sensitive surfaces. Easy Seal XS has good adhesion to various
surfaces like natural stone, concrete, ceramic tiles, glazed tiles, mirrors, glass, wood, metals and many
plastics.
This neutral curing sealant is ideal to seal a variety of expansion, construction and connection joints. Since the product retains its elasticity, it is
perfectly suited for being used in applications subject to a maximum of 20% settling. Easy Seal XS does not smear and, thanks to its neutral
composition, it does not affect metals or sensitive surfaces in e.g. bathroom or kitchen. After curing, the product gives a beautiful and deep UV
resistant shine. In addition, Easy Seal XS is perfectly colourfast.
The handy packaging in 310 ml cartridges makes Easy Seal XS easy to use and economical. For best results we recommend to apply Easy Seal XS
using the InnoQuip Pro 2000 Gun, Easy Grip Gun or Air Sealant Applicator 300 and to smooth off with Seal Fluid.
Easy Seal XS is part of the Innotec joint and sealant system. In combination with Innotec Back Fill Foam, Seal Guard and Seal Fluid, this system is the
solution for seams and joints subject to high deformation.
No staining or edge contamination on natural stone.
Low-odour, solvent- and MEKO-free.
Very good UV resistance.
Retains its elasticity.
Good adhesion to most surfaces.
Simple to use.
Fast skin formation.
Sanitary properties; to prevent the sealant joint from being attacked.
Perfectly usable in and around basins (see Technical Info Sheet).
Temperature range of -40°C to +150°C.
OEM approved.
NSF registered (class R2), register number 143799.
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